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2021-22 MAY REVISION

Two main takeaways:

 Improved economic and revenue projections

Substantial investments in one-time-only programming

Primarily focused on student needs and technology



UNEMPLOYMENT RATES



“BIG 3” REVENUES



PROPOSITION 98



NATURE OF FUNDING



ONGOING 
AUGMENTATIONS

• 4.05% COLA provided to SCFF and certain 
categorical programs

• Clear focus on technology and student needs



ONE-TIME-ONLY 
AUGMENTATIONS

• Basic needs and emergency grants

• Retention and enrollment strategies (outreach)

• Zero-Textbook Cost pathways

• Deferred maintenance



ENROLLMENT TRENDS



X,Y,Z BUDGETS FOR LOS RIOS

All three budgets at the “hold harmless” level of $335 million
 Same level of funding provided in 2019-20

X Budget assumes flat enrollment decline
 Assumes no further decline and no increase in demand for the year

Y Budget assumes a 2.5% enrollment restoration/growth
 Assumes a modest improvement in demand for the upcoming demand

Z Budget assumes a 5% enrollment restoration/growth 
 Assumes a substantial improvement in demand for the upcoming year

Los Rios will operate at the X Budget level until additional revenues materialize



2021-22 BUDGET PLANNING

Partial restoration of previous reduction to the fall and spring instructional schedule 
 Stimulus funding used to offset prior reductions

Some approved hiring across faculty, classified, and management ranks
 Key classifications necessary for a return to campus
 Restricted funded positions fully approved

Significantly scaled back operational budgets
 Stimulus funding used to offset prior reductions in many areas



FISCAL HEALTH

Prudent General Fund balance in-line with best practices

Additional flexible capital outlay reserves

Pre-funded pension contribution rate increases

Fully funded retiree benefits plan

Fully funded employee leaves

Fully funded self insurance program

“Low Risk” in the Fiscal Crisis Management Team’s Fiscal Health Risk Assessment



FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

What does demand look like as the state continues its re-opening plan?
 We are hopeful a more normal environment will improve early 

What funding priorities will be considered as part of the final budget?
 Further increase to COLA, PT faculty supports, FT faculty positions, support services, etc.

How will the state handle the various considerations in Proposition 98?
 State appropriations limit, supplemental payment, and “rebenching” for TK expansion all have impacts



QUESTIONS


